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Definition of Algorythm - I

 A process or set of detailed instructions that must be carried out in a particular
order to attain a given result.
 Origin: from the name of the 9th century Persian and Muslim mathematician

Abu Abdullah Muhammad ibn Musa Al-Khwarizmi.
 Function: effecting change in accordance with the procedural and behavioral

definition embodied within the formal rendering of the algorithm.
Informal Algorithms / Pure Algorithms 

 Informal algorithm
 May be an instruction booklet, a recipe, spoken directions.
 Shares many of the traits of its definition without the formality of structure or

expression.
 Encourages a specific behavior toward a given result.
 Language and structure often leave it open to interpretation.



Definition of Algorithm - II

 Informal algorithm (continued)
 Is almost always assimilated exclusively through cognition
 Is subject to the structures and cognitive limitations of a given recipient
 Cognitive elements of the human system are employed in carrying out the

function of the algorithm
 Has value in conveying processes among human manifolds, without the universality

of the formal expression and natural rendering of pure algorithm
 Has a profound freedom of form and conveyance
 Is easily communicated through speech, action, images, or writings by means

of informal language

 The domain that studies pure algorithms is called Algorithmics

 The domains that study informal algorithms are (among others): Logics, Philosophy,
Cognitivism, Psychology, Psychoanalysis, Psychiatry and Computational Linguistics



Definition of Algorithm - III

 Human system: selective resonance and free will
 by means of “free will” human system shows itself more oriented toward

"informal algorithm" than formal/pure one
 "free will" also makes selective resonance possible
 “selective resonance” implies that
 the process embodied within the "informal algorithm" may be treated in a

subjective manner by the human recipient
 only certain components may become integral within the system built
 others components may be interpreted and revised, some may be discarded

in their entirety
 the process conveyed by "informal algorithm" is subjected to change based upon

the condition of the will of a given recipient
 its subsequent conveyance to another human is therefore "pre-filtered”
 “free will” allows a freedom of expression which cannot be achieved through

the formality of pure algorithm



Today's Use of Algorithms - I

 Today’s most used pure algorithms are statistical
 Computational Statistics have developed with the increase in the complexity of the

random data generated by the main fields of application related to biology,
medicine, finance, information processing (imaging, pattern recognition) etc. It relies
on the use of estimation algorithms rather than formal resolution techniques (i.e.
Ontologies, KM and KMSs).
 Cluster analysis algorithms , Randomized algorithms (Monte Carlo methods ,
Stochastic optimization ) …

 Pure algorithms in many applications and functions
 Approximate Sequence Matching, Coding Theory, Cryptography, Database
Algorithms, Digital Logic, Image Processing, Information Theory And Signal
Processing, Computational Linguistics, Lossless Compression Algorithms, Lossy
Compression Algorithms, Machine Learning And Statistical Classification, Network
Theory, Networking, Optimization Algorithms, Parsing, Root Finding, Routing For
Graphs, Selection Algorithms, Sequence Algorithms, Sequence Alignment, Sequence
Merging, Sequence Permutations, Sequence Search, Sequence Sorting,, Statistics,
Subgraphs, Subsequences, Substrings, Theory Of Computation And Automata

 Statistical algorithms may also address some “cognitive activities” (Google results,
Amazon advices…)



Today's Use of Algorithms - II

 As for Computational Linguistics, we have:

 CRF++, HMM: Chunking, Named Entity Extraction, POS Tagging
Maxent: Word Alignment in Machine translation
 Edit Distance, Soundex: Spell Checker
 CKY (and other chart parsing algorithms): Parsing
 SVM, Navie bayes: Document Classification
Hobbs Algo, Lippin and Leass Algo, Centering Theory: Anaphora

Resolution
 LDA, LSI: Topic Modeling and keyword extraction
 Lesk: word sense disambiguation
 Stemming: reducing words to their stem, base, or root form
 Sukhotin’s: statistical classification algorithm for classifying characters in a

text (vowels or consonants)



When an Algorithm Becomes «Ethical» - I

 First of all:
Many, but not all, algorithms implicitly or explicitly comprise essential value

judgments. By an ‘essential value-judgment’ we mean the following: If two
algorithms are designed to perform the same task, such as classifying a cell as
diseased or non-diseased, these algorithms are essentially value-laden if one
cannot rationally choose between them without explicitly or implicitly taking
ethical concerns into account. Another way of saying this is that the algorithm
cannot be designed without implicitly or explicitly taking a stand on ethical
issues, some of which may be highly controversial. (Kraemer, 2011, p. 251)

 Also:
 An algorithm comprises an essential value-judgment if and only if, everything
else being equal, software designers who accept different value-judgments
would have a rational reason to design the algorithm differently (or choose
different algorithms for solving the same problem). (Kraemerm 2011 p 253)



When an Algorithm Becomes «Ethical» - II

Source www.cio.com/article/3232395/analytics/ethical-principles-for-algorithms.html
 When an algorithm is designed to accomplish a specific purpose, its ethical character

depends on the evaluation of this purpose.
 For example, is it right to enable facial recognition of gays, autonomous weapons systems,

subprime credit models, sex robots, or targeted advertising aimed at exploiting
psychological weakness of vulnerable populations?

 The answers to these questions are all parts of an algorithm’s character.

 An algorithm can’t possibly avoid having an ethical character when the overwhelming
likelihood is that the algorithm will be used for a specific purpose.

 Ethical issues can also be an unavoidable part of an algorithmic model’s construction.

 Some researchers note that choosing which of several competing algorithms to use requires
taking ethical concerns into account.
 For instance, setting a certain threshold for whether a cell should count as diseased or not
depends on the ethical value of avoiding false positives versus false negatives.

 Other researchers restrict the functional form of an algorithm so that it can be easily
explained to those affected by it. The algorithm itself embodies the value judgment that some
sacrifice of accuracy is worth the gain in intelligibility.



Ethical Algorithm: Functions and Applications- I

 In information societies, operations, decisions and choices previously left to
humans are increasingly delegated to algorithms, which may advise, if not
decide, about how data should be interpreted and what actions should be
taken as a result. More and more often, algorithms mediate social
processes, business transactions, governmental decisions, and how we
perceive, understand, and interact among ourselves and with the
environment. Gaps between the design and operation of algorithms and
our understanding of their ethical implications can have severe
consequences affecting individuals as well as groups and whole societies.
(The ethics of algorithms: Mapping the debate, Brent Daniel Mittelstadt,
Patrick Allo, Mariarosaria Taddeo, Sandra Wachter1 and Luciano
Floridi;

 www.cnil.fr/sites/default/files/atoms/files/mittelstaedt_floridi_the_ethic
s_of_algorithms.pdf)



 Decision Making and Decision-Making Support/Machine Learning:
Human beings decide less and less; more and more, decisions are

let to algorithms (computerized instruction sequences, or
mathematical models) that return scores, indices, predictions, which
become judgments.

Various application fields:
Personnel selection
Granting of bank loans and mortgages (in terms of applier’s reliability)
Predictive Police (in the USA, establishing the degree of danger of a criminal)
Access to US Universities
Targeted Advertising
Evaluation of Teachers
…

Ethical Algorithm: Functions and Applications- II



Controversies about (Ethical) Algoritms - I

 In a formal sense, algorithms should consider all variations of a given problem, but:
 Some problems are difficult and you may not be able to get a reasonable solution in an

acceptable time. In these cases, you can often get a solution that is not too bad much
faster, by applying arbitrary choices (reasonable assumptions)

 Heuristic (en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heuristic):
 Any approach to problem solving, learning, or discovery that employs a practical

method not guaranteed to be optimal or perfect, but sufficient for reaching an
immediate goal;

 Heuristic methods can be used to speed up the process of finding a satisfactory
solution, or mental shortcuts that ease the cognitive load of making a decision;

 Examples that employ heuristics:
A rule of thumb, an educated guess, an intuitive judgment, a guesstimate,

stereotyping, profiling, or common sense.
 A heuristic is always a kind of algorithm, but one that will not explore all the possible

states of the problem, or that will begin by exploring the most probable ones.



Controversies about (Ethical) Algoritms - II

 Heuristics calls into question an important doubt:
 To what extent can the ethical algorithms be "neutral“? That is, are they able

to quickly offer a balanced response to the problems they analyze?

 Algorithms are not neutral. And this is a problem that we can not underestimate. The
mathematical models that decide our lives are not objective as we believe. On the
contrary: they are arbitrary, ideological, irresponsible and devoid of any transparency.
(…) Algorithms are usually more objective than humans, but that does not mean we
should trust them wholeheartedly. They may be wrong, for example when they learn
from faulty data, and even the best ones are not omniscient: for many problems, it is
simply not possible to always have the right answer. For example, learning algorithms
are generally better than human doctors for diagnosis, so I would prefer an algorithm to
do so; but there is no absolute guarantee that it is correct, so I would prefer to know
how he arrived at these conclusions. (Fabio Chiusi, philosopher of science, on
http://www.pensierocritico.eu/algoritmi.html)



Controversies about (Ethical) Algoritms - III

 Algorithmic decisions are presented as neutral, effective, objective and
reliable, and so on. We certainly need to have a broader view of the internal
structure of the algorithmic systems in which we live, but we also need to
develop an analysis of the cultural relevance of the algorithm concept, what
that represents, what it does and what it can reveal. (David Beer, sociologist,
www.york.ac.uk/sociology/our-staff/academic/david-beer/)

 Algorithms slam the door to millions of people, often for the most insipid
reasons, and do not offer the possibility of appeal. (Cathy O'Neil
www.theguardian.com/technology/2017/jul/16/how-can-we-stop-
algorithms-telling-lies; The Open Mind: Death by Algorithm,
www.youtube.com/watch?v=cK87rN4xpqA; The era of blind faith in big
data must end, www.youtube.com/watch?v=_2u_eHHzRto)



Controversies about (Ethical) Algoritms - IV

 Algorithms do not understand compromises, they pursue resolutely individual goals.
Algorithms are capable of making predictions, but do not eliminate the need for
caution when making connections between cause and effect; they do not replace
controlled experiments. But what they can do is extremely powerful: they identify
structures that are too thin to be detected by human observation, and use these
models to generate accurate insights and better guide decision making. The
challenge for us is to understand their risks and limitations and, through effective
management, unleash their considerable potential. (Michael Luca, Jon Kleinberg,
Sendhil Mullainathan, sociologists.

www.hbs.edu/faculty/Pages/item.aspx?num=50204)

 [with algorithms] we end up being judged not on the basis of who we are, but on
who we resemble to, or where we come from, or what we believe in. In the
algorithmic meat grinder, the individual becomes expendable at group regularities;
and if it is an exception, worse for him. As Sociology and History teach, is the
matrix of all racism, of every social injustice. (Fabio Chiusi)



On Line Hate Speech

Online hate speech covers all forms of expression that
propagate, incite, promote or justify hatred based on
intolerance, including that expressed in the form of
discrimination and hostility against minorities.

More specifically, hate speech can be used in cases of
cyber-harassment. When using the Internet and GSM,
Cyber harassment is deliberately, repeatedly and
aggressively harming others, in order to psychologically
weaken the individual who is the victim.



On Line Hate Speech: Some Statistics - I

 December 24, 2016: Hate Speech Online 2016 in Review. Related Campaigns & Topics:
Antisemitism and Extremism, Islamophobia (Susan Corke, Erika Asgeirsson
www.humanrightsfirst.org/blog/hate-speech-online-2016-review)

 According to the Anti-Defamation League, in the USA:
 Based on a broad set of keywords (and keyword combinations) designed by ADL to capture

anti-Semitic language, there were 2.6 million tweets containing language frequently found
in anti-Semitic speech between August 2015 – July 2016.

 These tweets had an estimated 10 billion impressions (reach), which may contribute to
reinforcing and normalizing anti-Semitic language on a massive scale.

 At least 800 journalists received anti-Semitic tweets with an estimated reach of 45
million impressions. The top 10 most targeted journalists (all of whom are Jewish) received
83 percent of these anti-Semitic tweets.

 1,600 Twitter accounts generated 68% of the anti-Semitic tweets targeting journalists.
21% of these 1,600 accounts have been suspended in the study period, amounting to
16% of the anti-Semitic tweets.

 Sixty percent of the anti-Semitic tweets were replies to journalists’ posts (11% were regular
Tweets and 29% re-tweets). In other words, anti-Semitism more often than not occurred in
response to journalists’ initial posts.



On Line Hate Speech: Some Statistics - II

 There was a significant uptick in anti-Semitic tweets in the second half (January-July 2016) of this
study period. This correlates to intensifying coverage of the presidential campaign, the candidates
and their positions on a range of issues.

 There is evidence that a considerable number of the anti-Semitic tweets targeting journalists
originate with people identifying themselves as Trump supporters, “conservatives” or extreme
right-wing elements. The words that show up most in the bios of Twitter users sending anti-Semitic
tweets to journalists are “Trump,” “nationalist,” “conservative,” “American” and “white.” This finding
does not imply that Mr. Trump supported these tweets, or that conservatives are more prone to
anti-Semitism. It does show that the individuals directing anti-Semitism toward journalists self-
identified as Trump supporters and conservatives.

 While anti-Semitic tweets tended to spike in the wake of election-related news coverage, the
language used in the anti-Semitic tweets was not solely election-related. Many tweets referenced
classic anti-Semitic tropes (Jews control the media, Jews control global finance, Jews perpetrated
9/11, etc.). This suggests that while the initial provocation for anti-Semitic tweets may have been
at least nominally election-related, the Twitter users generating targeted anti-Semitism may have
used news events as an excuse to unleash anti-Semitic memes, harassment, etc.

 The words most frequently used in anti-Semitic tweets directed at journalists included “kike,”
“Israel,” “Zionist,” and “white” etc., an indication that the harassment may have been prompted by
the perceived religious identity of the journalist.



On Line Hate Speech: Some Statistics - III

 As for European young people (Belgium, source: www.rtbf.be/info/societe/detail_un-
campagne-pour-lutter-contre-le-cyber-harcelement-chez-les-jeunes?id=8146623)
 1 out of 3 have already been cyber-harassed at least once
 78% of Lesbian Gay Bi Trans (LGBT) have already encountered hate speech online
 70% of the targets of these hate speech were an LGBT audience (highest

percentage)
 80% of these speeches were mostly made on social networks
 69% of young people do not know how to cope, how to react or who to ask for

help when they are victims of cyber hate
 The concept of hate is linked to other sub-concepts

 Homophobia, Racism, Sciovinism, Terrorism, Nationalism, Tolerance / Intolerance ...
 In relation to online hate, the EC (H2020) has allocated important amounts of funds

for carrying out specific research projects
 The goal is the construction of computer tools that can locate, evaluate and

eventually block hate speech online



A Survey On Line Hate Speechin Italy

A recent research developed with NooJ by six Italian
university students (UNISA) and presented at the
NooJ2017 International Congress (Sonia Lay et allii,
Kenitra-Rabat, Morocco), highlighted that in Italy the
presence of racist texts and speeches is remarkable,
even in newspapers as well as in their Web sites/logs.

Among the results highlighted, in addition to the close
link between hatred and racism, religious intolerance,
ultra-conservative politics and nationalist pressures,
there is also the low level of education of those who
participate in the debates on Italian
immigration/reception policies.



On Line Hate Speech – EC opinion

http://www.lefigaro.fr/secteur/high-tech/2017/06/01/32001-20170601ARTFIG00142-haine-en-ligne-la-commission-europeenne-salue-
les-progres-de-facebook-twitter-et-youtube.php



The «Facebook Affair» - I



The «Facebook Affair» - II



The «Facebook Affair» - III



The «Facebook Affair» - IV



The « Facebook Affair » - V



Algorithms vs. Online hate speech

 Considering that algorithms:

 In opposition to what we tend to believe, are not neutral and objective
 They discriminate in the same way or more than the human decision

makers they propose to correct
 They maintain existing social inequalities and even create others
Even the academic community has begun to seriously consider how and

why this happens
Two main questions:

 How to structure a good algorithm to block hate speech online?
 Is it possible to reckon automatically and precisely the “slur/hatred

coefficient” of a given text?



Algorithms and Ethics - I

 A Reminder on Ethics:
 Philosophical discipline on value judgments;
 Fundamental reflections on which morality will establish its norms, limits and duties;
 Characterized by normative, prescriptive or evaluative statements, among which

are categorical imperatives;
 Unlike the sciences, ethics is based on factual judgments formulated in descriptive

statements, among which are hypothetical imperatives.
 In the absence of a categorical imperative, an ethical formulation is a fault of

logic called naturalistic paralogism.
A naturalistic paralogism is a fault of logic consisting of confusing a judgment

of fact with a normative judgment. The naturalistic paralogism thus passes from
the judgment "x done y" to the judgment "x must do y". It is an error of logic
that one finds especially in ethics when one bases a normative judgment on a
state of fact.

 For philosophers such as Aristotle and Kant, ethics is about defining what needs
to be.



Algorithms and Ethics - II

An ethical algorithm should be an 
automatic procedure that, in relation to a 
problem, especially concerning relations 

between human beings, finds the solution 
more "just and balanced".



Algorithms and NLP- I

NLP tools needed to tackle online hate speech:
Sentiment Analysis
Algorithms
Which type of algorithms?
Statistical algorithms without the formalization of
morphosyntactic rules

or
Algorithms with the formalization of morphosyntactic rules (for
instance, NooJ Grammars in the form of FSA / FST ...)



Algorithms and NLP- II

www.linkedin.com/pulse/pros-cons-two-approaches-machine-learning-grammar-engineering-wei-li/



Algorithms and NLP- III

Why choose the NooJ approach to tackle online
hate speech?
NooJ is:

1. An excellent hybridization between informal and
pure algorithms

2. Based on a grammar engineering method already
developed (LG tools and functions)

3. Capable of producing the fine-grain analysis
necessary to avoid misleading and fake results (see
“The Facebook Affair”)



Hate Speech and Sentiment Analysis - I

Sentiment Analysis (aka opinion mining):
analysis of feelings from dematerialized textual sources

on large amounts of data (big data).
This process appears at the beginning of the 2000s
Growing success due to the abundance of data coming

from social networks (Twitter and Facebook).
Analysis of a large amount of data in order to deduce

the different feelings expressed in it.
The feelings extracted can then be the subject of

statistics on the general feeling of a community.



Hate Speech & Sentiment Analysis - II

 Things to do
Create a specific electronic dictionary
Simple words, compound words, phraseology used as ethnic slurs

(glossaries of ethnic slurs proved themselves not adequate)
Create and use specific semantic tags for entries
Formalize negation grammars

 Expected results
As regards a text, calculation of the statistical weight of the ethnic slurs

tags, to drive the automated storage and the creation of a dedicated
database

combinatorial calculation of the labels of the single elements inserted in
syntactic patterns, to obtain their evaluation in terms of sentiment analysis



Hate Speech & Sentiment Analysis - III

 Dictionary tags
Ig= generic slur
Ir= racial slur
Is= sexist/homophobe slur
Id= defamatory slur
Gren= ethnic/national group
GrenInd= indicative adjective for an ethnic/national group
Prd= undefined predeterminer/quantifier
Qual= quality
Modo= manner adverb



Hate Speech Sentiment Analysis - IV

Sentiment analysis tags and/or values
EXN (extremely negative) (-4)
ON (very negative) (-3)
MN (average negative) (-2)
NG (negative) (-1)
NE (neutral) (0)
PO (positive) (+1)
MP (average positive) (+2)
OP (very positive) (+3)
EP (extremely positive) (+4)



Hate Speech Sentiment Analysis - V

source: www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/negazione_(Enciclopedia-dell%27Italiano)/
 Italian negation grammars

 Negation (in Italian, it is expressed above all by the adverb non)
 resource that indicates that the situation described in a sentence does not exist
 inverts the truth value of a declarative sentence
 The negation of a declarative sentence serves to:

 reject or correct statements by other speakers
 state that there are no situations considered true on specific knowledge basis (both

shared by the interlocutors and commonly expected in a certain context)
declarative negation (states the non-truth of a certain situation, as in This statement
is false)

prohibitive negation (prohibits the realization of a certain situation or interrupts
its development, as in Do not cry!!!; manifests itself thanks to the second-person verb
infinitive form)

 Intensifiers of non: mica, as in Certo che ho capito, non sono mica stupido (Sure, I have
understood, I’m not stupid at all)



Hate Speech Sentiment Analysis - VI

OTHER TYPES OF NEGATION FUNCTION

 Elements that do not operate on the predicate of the sentence
UNDEFINED PRONOUNS as nessuno, niente, mai (nobody, nothing, (n)ever)
 indicate non-existence in reference to the general categories, respectively, of

being animated, inanimate entity and time
nessuno has also adjectival function: in nessun luogo (anywhere), in nessun

modo (any way)
 CONJUNCTIONS as neanche (not even), nemmeno (not even), neppure (nor)
add a negative element to others already expressed in the previous context,

as in Non mi piace il tennis e (neanche+nemmeno+neppure) il calcio (I do not
like tennis, and I not even like foot football).

 neanche and nemmeno can strengthen the exclusion of any possibility: Non oso
(nemmeno+neppure) chiederglielo (I do not even dare ask him).



Hate Speech Sentiment Analysis - VII

 CORRELATIVE CONJUNCTIONS né… né (neither… nor)
 can coordinate elements having the same syntactic function as in Non l’ho né visto né
sentito (I have neither seen nor heard him)

 THE HOLOFRASTIC FORM no
 used mainly as an answer to polar questions as “Piove?” “No.” (Does it rain? No, it

doesn’t)
no may have declarative sentence function (as in the answers to questions),

interrogative sentence function (as in “Piove?” “No?”), subordinated Credo di no (I
don’t think so)

 PREFIXES as s-, dis-, a-, in-
 form adjectives, names and negative verbs starting from the corresponding canonical

forms as fortunato/sfortunato (lucky/unlicky), onore/disonore (honor/dishonor),
normale/anormale (normal/abnormal), esperto/inesperto (experienced/inexperienced)

 The meaning of individual words can be denied by prefixing non, as in non credente
(non-believer), non belligeranza (non-belligerence) non violenza/non-
violenza/nonviolenza (nonviolence), nonviolento (nonviolent), noncuranza (carelessness).



Hate Speech Sentiment Analysis - VIII

 Italian is a multiple-negation language: in sentences, propositions and expressions, the presence of
two negative elements is not interpreted as a double denial equivalent to an affirmation of truth,
as it is in Logic
 if the negative elements follow the verb, the non is obligatory: non lo sapevo mica (I did not

know it at all), non mi dice mai niente nessuno (nobody ever tells me anything)
 if the negative elements precede the verb, the non is excluded: mica lo sapevo, nessuno mi dice

mai niente

 Extent of the negation: the portion of the sentence on which the negation operates (the part of the
negated sentence that differentiates it from the corresponding sentence with positive polarity)
 Giovanni non è andato a Nizza per lavoro (John did not gone to Nice for work)
 Giovanni è andato a Nizza non per lavoro: ci è andato in vacanza (John went to Nice not for

work: he went there on holiday)
 Non è per lavoro che Giovanni è andato a Nizza: ci è andato in vacanza (it is not for work that

John went to Nice: he went there on holiday)
 A Nizza per lavoro non è andato Giovanni, ma Maria (to Nice, for work, it was not John who

went, but Mary)
 Non è Giovanni che è andato a Nizza per lavoro, ma Maria (it is not John who went to Nice for

work, but Mary)



Hate Speech Sentiment Analysis - X

 Other forms of negation extent
 Giovanni non è insensibile (Giovanni is not insensitive)
 Non posso non compiangerlo (I cannot but pity him)
 Non credo che Giovanni sia arrivato (opinion verbs: I don’t think John has arrived)
 Non è che la vacanza mi giovi (It's not that the holiday is good for me [so "the holiday is not

good for me"])
 Non è che la vacanza non mi giovi (It's not that the holiday does not help me [so "the holiday

helps me"])
 Non ci capisco un cazzo (I do not understand a shit)
 Ma tua madre non è malata? (Isn’t your mother sick?)
 Non lo prenderesti un caffè? (Wouldn’t you like to have a coffee?)

 Italian adverbs of negation
 affatto + per nulla + del tutto + assolutamente + in alcun modo + in nessun modo + neanche per

idea + nemmeno…

 Italian compound negation adjectives (basically scurrilous)
 di questo cazzo, di questa minchia, del mio cazzo, della mia minchia, delle mie palle, di

queste palle… (meaning “fucking, bloody, damned”, and so on).



Tackling On-Line Hate Speech with NooJ- I

Three possible procedures with NooJ:

1. Concordances and Standard Score based on
dictionary tags

2. Syntactic grammars for specific patterns (word
combinations, phraseology…)

3. Variables to account for and formalize negation
grammars



Tackling On-Line Hate Speech with NooJ- II

 1. Concordances and Standard Score based on dictionary tags
Some simple/compund words may be strightforwardly considered as slurs,

therefore tagged as such:

stronzo (asshole)->generic slur= IG
negro (negro), zingaro (gypsy)->racial slur= IR
 ricchione (scurrilous for gay), puttana (whore)->sexist/homophobe slur= IS
alcolizzato (drunkard), puttaniere (whoremonger)->defamatory slur= ID

All these words are also tagged as for their sentiment-analysis polarity
EXN/extremely negative/-4; ON/very negative/-3; MN/average negative/-

2; NG/negative/-1; NE/neutral/0; PO/positive/+1; MP/average
positive/+2; OP/molto positive/+3; EP/extremely positivo/+4.



Tackling On-Line Hate Speech with NooJ- III



Tackling On-Line Hate Speech with NooJ- IV

2. Syntactic grammars for specific patterns (word
combinations, phraseology…)

aborigeno,N+Um+Gren+FLX=N88+VAL=NE
aborto,N+Ig+FLX=N7+VAL=NE
neozelandese,N+Gren+FLX=N79+VAL=NE

 quell’aborigeno di tuo fratello (*?that aborigine of your brother)
 quell’aborigeno di merda (that fucking aborigine)
 quell’aborto di tuo fratello (*?that abortion of your brother)
 quel neozelandese del cazzo (that fucking New Zealander)











Possible Applications

 Types of online tools
Servers with free access for the detection of sites inciting hatred

 Types of offline tools
a "stand alone“software module
a plug-in to install in the Browsers
a module to install in CMSs (Wordpress, Google Sites, 

ExpressionEngine, SilverStripe, TextPattern, RefineryCMS, Ghost, 
Jekyll, Concrete5, Modx), for online newspapers pages, discussion 
forums, blogs…

a module published with open APIs for website builders to make sure 
they are "hate-speech free“

analysis modules to be used also on personal pages or social forum 
groups



Conclusion and Future Works

 Statistical algorithms, without the formalization of morphosyntactic
rules, created for automatic data management, produce inaccurate
or even false results. In relation to the field of ethics, the
consequences of all this are rather serious.

 The adoption of algorithms with the formalization of morphosyntactic
rules may allow to precisely identify online texts that incite hatred.

 Things to do:

Dictionaries tagging (morphology and semantics)
More deep study of syntactic patterns (mainly as for negation structures)
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